Support Your Oakland Roots

Claremont Middle School Community,

Oakland Roots, Oakland’s professional soccer team, recently announced that they will be joining The USL Championship starting in the 2021 season. In celebration of their debut season in the USL, Roots has partnered with Claremont PTA to donate a portion of all ticket purchases made by Claremont Families!

The USL is the largest and fastest-growing professional soccer organization in North America and Roots will be competing for the title with teams from across the nation.

Playing in The USL Championship advances Oakland Roots’ journey of using soccer as a force for social good, and spreads the message to an even wider audience.

Oakland Roots 2021 Membership Deposits ($51.0) are available now. Use code CLAREMONT21 when you place your deposit(s) and Roots will donate 15% to the Claremont PTA when you complete the purchase of the full Membership.

An Oakland Roots Membership Deposit includes:

- 5.10% savings on Membership
- Access to an exclusive pre-sale
- 10% off Roots merchandise promo code
- A complimentary Oakland Forever Scarf
To place your deposit visit oaklandrootssc.com/tickets or contact Aaron Leavitt at aleavitt@rootssc.com.

Every ticket purchase supports organizations using soccer to tackle social issues like racism, gender inequality, and lack of education thanks to Oakland Roots’ support of the global Common Goal movement.